
INSPIRED BY 
THE WORLD 
CREATED IN 
ISTANBUL
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All our products are open to customisation, please contact us if you need any 
more information: info@3rdcultureproject.com

www.3rdcultureproject.com

wholesale 
catalogue

Discover the unique world of 

3rd Culture where every piece 

has a story. 

Supporting local production 

and small scale producers, our 

collections are ethically made 

by local craftsmen and artisans 

of Istanbul.

Global inspiration, 

local production...
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Peshtemals*
Also known as hammam towels

*Peshtemals are traditionally 
used as towels in Turkish baths. 
They also work well as beach 

towels, shawls and throws. 

PRODUCTION LEAD TIME 8-12 WEEKS
90 x 180 cm | 100% cotton, woven | Hand knotted 

by local women and prewashed for a silky feel.
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Wholesale prices:
Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces

Specifications: 90 x 180 cm | 100% cotton
The towels are pre-washed for a silky feel.

‘Adinkra’ Peshtemal

Story: 
The pattern is a combination of Mmere Dane, an Adinkra 
symbol that originates from Ghana and the Chintemani 
motif widely used in Turkish Decorative Arts, originating 
from East Asia. Mmere Dane represents the dynamic 
nature of time; and the Chintemani represents strength 
and power.

3RD-TIME01

3RD-TIME04

3RD-TIME02

3RD-TIME05 3RD-TIME09

3RD-TIME03

€ 15,20 
€ 13,50
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3RD-TIME16

3RD-TIME10

3RD-TIME17

3RD-TIME11

3RD-TIME14 3RD-TIME15

3RD-TIME12 3RD-TIME13

Wholesale prices:
Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces

Specifications: 90 x 180 cm | 100% cotton
The towels are pre-washed for a silky feel.

NEW COLOURS!
‘Adinkra’ Peshtemal

Story: 
The pattern is a combination of Mmere Dane, an Adinkra 
symbol that originates from Ghana and the Chintemani 
motif widely used in Turkish Decorative Arts, originating 
from East Asia. Mmere Dane represents the dynamic 
nature of time; and the Chintemani represents strength 
and power.

€ 15,20 
€ 13,50
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3RD-MAHI04 3RD-MAHI05

3RD-MAHI06 3RD-MAHI07

3RD-MAHI03

Wholesale prices:
Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces

Specifications: 
90 x 180 cm | 100% cotton
The towels are pre-washed for a silky feel.

Story: 

The Mahi peshtemal is a tribute to the life-giving prop-
erties of water. Mahi means “fish” in Farsi and carpet 
weavers in the Middle East & Central Asia have used 
the Mahi symbol in carpets since the 16th century. Lotus 
flowers are sacred in Hinduism as symbol of beauty 
and fertility.

‘Mahi’ Peshtemal

3RD-MAHI08

€ 15,20 
€ 13,50
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3RD-HARV04 3RD-HARV05

3RD-HARV01 3RD-HARV033RD-HARV02

Wholesale prices:
Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces

Specifications: 90 x 180 cm | 100% cotton
The towels are pre-washed for a silky feel.

‘Harvest Moon’ Peshtemal

Story: 
The pattern is a combination of Mmere Dane, an Adinkra 
symbol that originates from Ghana and the Chintemani 
motif widely used in Turkish Decorative Arts, originating 
from East Asia. Mmere Dane represents the dynamic 
nature of time; and the Chintemani represents strength 
and power.

€ 15,20 
€ 13,50
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3RD-JAIP01 3RD-JAIPI02 3RD-JAIP08

3RD-JAIP09 3RD-JAIP10

Wholesale prices:
Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces

Specifications: 90 x 180 cm | 100% cotton
The towels are pre-washed for a silky feel.

‘Jaipur’ Peshtemal

Story: 

The pattern is inspired by the intricate stone lattice 
work at the City Palace in Jaipur, India. The central 
floral motif has been replaced by a carnation used in 
Iznik Art, a pottery making tradition native to Turkey.

€ 15,20 
€ 13,50
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3RD-BOG01 3RD-BOG02 3RD-BOG03

3RD-BOG063RD-BOG05

Wholesale prices:
Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces

Specifications: 
90 x 180 cm | 100% cotton
The towels are pre-washed for a silky feel.

‘Bogota’ Peshtemal

Story:  
The flying figurines on this design are inspired by bat shaped 
artifacts displayed at the Museum of Gold in Bogota, Colom-
bia. Found in the Tolima region, the earrings were used in 
religious rituals by the Shamans who would present them as 
offerings to encourage equilibrium in the world. The design 
also features Tulips, a flower synonymous with Istanbul and 
widely used in Turkish decorative arts including Iznik pottery. 

€ 15,20 
€ 13,50



3RD-MAHI06 3RD-MAHI08

ALL OUR 
PESHTEMAL 

COLOURS

3RD-MAHI03 3RD-MAHI04

3RD-JAIP093RD-JAIP023RD-TIME02

3RD-TIME04 3RD-TIME05

3RD-TIME09

3RD-TIME033RD-JAIP08 13RD-BOG04

3RD-BOG05

3RD-HARV02

3RD-TIME12

3RD-HARV03

3RD-TIME11

3RD-HARV04

3RD-TIME14

3RD-BOG063RD-MAHI07

3RD-TIME17

3RD-HARV01

3RD-TIME10

3RD-HARV05

3RD-JAIP01

3RD-JAIP10

3RD-TIME163RD-TIME01

3RD-BOG03

3RD-TIME18

3RD-BOG02

3RD-TIME153RD-MAHI05

3RD-TIME1
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Scarves

3rd Culture’s summer scarves 
and multipurpose pocket 

squares are printed with unique 
3rd Culture patterns on 30% silk 

and 70% cotton fabrics. 

PRODUCTION LEAD TIME 4-6 WEEKS
30% silk, 70% cotton | Packaged in fabric pouch
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Wholesale prices:

Up to 100 pieces
100 + pieces

Specifications: 
135 x 135 cm | 30% silk, 70% cotton

Square Scarves

Story: 

Printed with 3rd Culture’s unique patterns, the light 
summer scarves can be used as pareos on the beach 
or as a wrap around your shoulders on a breezy night. 
Each scarf comes in its own canvas pouch, perfect to 
be reused for beach accessories.

Blue ‘Mahi’ Scarf
3RD-SCR01

Coral ‘Antioch’ Scarf
3RD-SCR02

Ruby ‘Jaipur’ Scarf
3RD-SCR03

Blue ‘Duafe’ Scarf
3RD-SCR04

€ 42,00 
€ 38,00
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3RD-LSCR01

3RD-LSCR02

3RD-LSCR03

3RD-LSCR04

3RD-LSCR05

Wholesale prices:
Up to 100 pieces
100 + pieces

Specifications: 
65 x 200 cm | 30% silk, 70% cotton

Long Scarves

Story: 
Printed with 3rd Culture’s unique patterns, the light 
summer scarves can be used as pareos on the beach 
or as a wrap around your shoulders on a breezy night. 
Each scarf comes in its own canvas pouch, perfect to 
be reused for beach accessories.

€ 35,00 
€ 30,00
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Wholesale prices:
Up to 100 pieces
100 + pieces

Specifications: 
40 x40 cm | 30% silk, 70% cotton

Pocket Square, Small Scarf

Story: 
The pocket squares can also be used as a hair accessory, 
wrapped around your wrist or even just as an accent on 
your handbag. The patterns feature Adinkra symbols like 
the Duafe, Fawahodie, Mmere Dane and combine them 
with Turkish, Indian and Mexican symbols and references.

Blue ‘Mahi’ Bandana
3RD-BAN01

Coral ‘Antioch’ Bandana
3RD-BAN02

Ruby ‘Jaipur’ Bandana
3RD-BAN03

Ruby ‘Eye’ Bandana
3RD-BAN05

Blue ‘Duafe’ Bandana
3RD-BAN04

Coral ‘Antioch’ Bandana
3RD-BAN06

€ 12,50 
€ 9,50
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PRODUCTION LEAD TIME : varies upon stock availability
140 x 220 cm or 145 x 190 cm | 50% cotton, 50% bamboo or 100% cotton

Prewashed for a silky feel.

Throw Blankets

3rd Culture’s throws are perfect 
to add an accent of colour to 

your home. Available in different 
materials and unique colour 

combinations, our throws are 
the multipurpose accessory 

every house needs.
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Wholesale prices:

Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces

Specifications:  145 x 190 cm | 100% cotton

Wholesale prices:

Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces

Specifications:  145 x 190 cm | 100% cotton

Story: 

The geometric pattern is inspired from a 3rd century 
A.D. roman mosaic displayed at the Antakya Museum of 
Archeology in southern Turkey. This design also features 
‘Nea Onnim’, the Adinkra symbol of knowledge, lifelong 
education and the continued quest for knowledge.

Story: 

The pyramid motif is a tribute to the Temple of Kukul-
can in Chichén Itzá, the pre-columbian Mayan city in 
Mexico’s Yucatán Peninsula. A symbol of eternal life in 
Turkish dec- orative arts, the Tree of Life also represents 
togetherness and interconnectedness.

€ 26,50
€ 24,00

€ 26,50
€ 24,00

NEW: Light Summer Throw

‘Chichén Itzá’

NEW: Light Summer Throw

‘Antioch’

3RD-7016 3RD-7013

3RD-7017 3RD-70103RD-7014 3RD-7011

3RD-7015 3RD-7012
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Wholesale prices:
Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces

Specifications: 
140 x 220 cm
50% bamboo, 50% cotton mix

Story: 
This 3rd Culture design is composed of flying birds com-
ing together to form a floral frame, with an eye motif at 
its heart. Bird and eye motifs are widely used in the Kilim 
weaving tradition of central anatolia. The eye is believed 
to protect against the evil eye and brings good luck, while 
flying birds are seen as messengers of good news. 

Bamboo & Cotton Throw

‘The Eye’

3RD-2094

3RD-20943RD-2093

3RD-2090 3RD-2092

€ 36,00 
€ 32,00 
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Wholesale prices:

Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces

Specifications: 145 x 190 cm | 100% cotton

Story: 

Duafe is the Adinkra symbol of beauty and femininity. 
Adinkra symbols originate in West Africa and have been 
used in African visual arts since the 12th century. The 
chintemani circles represent power, force and courage 
in Turkish decorative arts. 

Cotton Throw Blanket

‘Duafe’

3RD-2001

3RD-930 3RD-945

3RD-931

3RD-936

€ 29,50 
€ 26,50
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Wholesale prices:

Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces

Specifications: 
145 x 190 cm | 100% cotton

Story: 
Fawohodie is the Adinkra symbol of independence, free-
dom and emancipation. Adinkra symbols originate in West 
Africa and have been used in African visual arts since the 
12th century. The ‘evil eye’ integrated into the pattern is 
traditionally used in Turkish decorative arts to bring good 
luck and protection.

3RD-2002

3RD-929 3RD-2003

3RD-935

3RD-932

Cotton Throw Blanket

‘Fawahodie’

€ 29,50 
€ 26,50
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Throw Cushions

Cushion covers are made with 
100% cotton fabrics or vibrant 
printed African Wax fabrics. 

Handmade in Istanbul

Available in 50x50cm or 50x30cm | Sizes can be customised | 
100% cotton | Production lead time varries with order size
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3RD-6011

3RD-6014

3RD-6010

3RD-6010R

side view

3RD-6010

3RD-6031

3RD-6015 3RD-6013
Square 54 x 54 cm
Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces
Rectangular 54 x 34 cm 
Up to 100 pieces
100+ piecescm 

Throw Cushions

Specifications:
100% cotton fabric, framed with natural cotton 
fringes. Handmade by local artisans in Istanbul. 
Available in all throw fabrics. Filling not included. 
Made to fit  standart filling sizes: 50x50cm and 
50x30cm

€ 24,00 
€ 22,00

€ 22,00 
€ 20,00
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Waxprint Cushions
Available in 50x50cm or 50x30cm

Square 50x50 cm:
Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces
Rectangular 30x50 cm:
Up to 100 pieces
100+ pieces

3RD-7025
Size: 50x50 cm

3RD-7025R
Size: 50x30 cm

Material:
100% cotton waxprint fabric with solid colour back, 
metal YKK zippers, handmade in Istanbul in limited 
editions. 3rd Culture cushion covers are handmade in 
Istanbul with 100% cotton West African fabrics. 
Fabrics change seasonally, please check availability.

3RD-6091

3RD-7027

3RD-7025

3RD-865

3RD-230

3RD-2009

3RD-7026

3RD-7028

3RD-2013

3RD-3099

3RD-6089

3RD-6093

3RD-7020

3RD-866

3RD-2005

€ 21,00
€ 18,00

€ 19,00
€ 16,00
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Lighting, Furniture 
& Prints

3rd Culture’s furniture and lighting 
products are handmade in Istanbul 
by local artisans. All products are 

available in block colours as well as 
bright African print fabric. 

The exclusive print collection is 
available in various formats. 
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3RD-50853RD-4005

3RD-4008 3RD-5075

3RD-50863RD-4006

3RD-4007 3RD-5076

3RD-5081 3RD-50823RD-7030 3RD-7031

Bassa Desk Lamps

Wholesale price: € 95,00

Size: 20 x 20 x 42 H cm

Materials: Hand assembled steel base, 100% 
cotton fabric, PVC backing, steel frame. 

Story: 

The Bassa collection is inspired by the letters of the 
Bassa alphabet, indigenous to Liberia in West Af-
rica. Declared by UNESCO as failed alphabet, 3rd 
Culture gives it a second life and purpose.
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3RD-1825

3RD-824

3RD-819

3RD-530

3RD-1939

3RD-822

Above are seasonal examples, please 
check fabrics for availability

Ouagadougou Pouffe

Wholesale price: € 250,00

Size: 66 x 45 x 45 cm

Material: Beech wood, root dye, 
100% cotton waxprint.

Story: 

Ouagadougou footstool is a 3rd Culture creation, 
inspired by early 20th century Danish furniture, 
combined with a Middle Eastern architectural arch 
element, and upholstered with West African fabric.

3RD-822

Volta Footstool

Wholesale price: € 170,00

Size: 30 x 40 x 30 cm

Material: Beech wood, root dye, fabric 
of choice (cotton/velvet with waxprint).

Story: 

The volta is the smallest member of the furniture 
collection, offering an ergonomic solution to sitting 
on armchairs and sofas as we spend more and more 
time at home.

3RD-2018 3RD-2019
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Bongo Footstool

Wholesale price : € 180,00

Size: 40x40x42cm

Material: Beech wood legs and frame, root dye, 
100% cotton waxprint.

Story: 
The Bongo footstool is a 3rd Culture creation 
handmade in Turkey from beech wood and West 
African fabrics. The form is inspired by the Bongo 
instrument and with a flat top, it can be used as a 
pouffe, footstool or side table.

3RD-6095

3RD-2023

3RD-6096

3RD-2024
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3RD-807b 3RD-811 3RD-1341

3RD-808

Okavango Armchair

Wholesale price: Available upon request

Size: 82 x 90 x 64 cm

Material: Beech wood, root dye, fabric 
of choice (cotton/velvet with waxprint).

Story:
The Okavango armchair, named after the Okavango 
Delta in Botswana. The chair’s disproportionate and 
asymmetrical lines represent its cross-cultural identity, 
multifaceted personality and as a result, increased 
adaptability.

Kili Armchair

Wholesale price: Available upon request

Size: 76 x 82 x 76 cm

Material: Beech wood, root dye, fabric 
of choice (cotton/velvet with waxprint)

Story: 

Kili, 3rd Culture’s comfort size armchair and 
sofa are a tribute to glorious Mount Kilimanjaro. 
Kilis are made to order in any fabric and length 
required.

3RD-516

3RD-099
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3RD-6913RD-693

3RD-8283RD-830

Bassa Console

Wholesale price: Available upon request

Size: 60 x 85 x 30 cm

Material: Chestnut tree, natural wood polish.

Bassa Side Tables

Wholesale price: Available upon request

Size: 42 x 42 x 50 cm

Material: Chestnut tree, natural wood polish.

Story: 

The Bassa collection is inspired by the letters of the 
Bassa alphabet, indigenous to Liberia in West Africa. 
Declared by UNESCO as failed alphabet, 3rd Culture 
gives it a second life and purpose.

Story: 

The Bassa collection is inspired by the letters of the 
Bassa alphabet, indigenous to Liberia in West Africa. 
Declared by UNESCO as failed alphabet, 3rd Culture 
gives it a second life and purpose.

Bassa Console

Wholesale price: Available upon request

Size: 80 x 100 x 35 cm

Material: Chestnut tree, natural wood dye.

Bassa Coffee Table

Wholesale price: Available upon request

Size: 110 x 50 x 49 cm

Material: Chestnut tree, natural wood dye.

Story: 
Bassa consoles and side tables are inspired by the 
letters of the Bassa alphabet, indigenous to Liberia in 
West Africa. Declared by UNESCO as failed alphabet, 
3rd Culture gives it a second life and purpose.

Story: 
Bassa consoles and side tables are inspired by the 
letters of the Bassa alphabet, indigenous to Liberia in 
West Africa. Declared by UNESCO as failed alphabet, 
3rd Culture gives it a second life and purpose.

3RD-1835

3RD-1365
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3RD-097 Black 3RD-097 Dark Wood 3RD-097 Tabacco

3RD-105

Hwe Mu Dua Table

Console Wholesale price: Available u/request

  Size: 52 x 48,5 x 60 (H) cm
  Material: Beech wood, root dye.

Side Table Wholesale price: Available u/request

  Size: 35 x 100 x 80 (H) cm 
  Material: Walnut wood, root dye.

Story: 
The Hwe Mu Dua tables are inspired by the Adinkra 
symbol of the same name used by the Akan people 
of Ghana to symbolise the importance to strive for 
excellence in every aspects of life.

Available in dark and light finishes
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Chichen Izta Bookshelf

The Story:
The pyramid former the bookcase is a tribute 
to the Temple of Kukulcan in Chichen Itza, the 
pre-columbian Mayan city in Mexico’s Yucatán 
Peninsula. The shelves are sized to fit vynils as 
well as extra large collector books. 

Wholesale price: Available upon request
Size: 60 x 85 x 30 cm
Material: Chestnut tree, natural wood polish.

Fela Bookshelf

The Story:
Fela is created as a tribute to the Afro-beat 
movement and named after Fela Kuti, a pioneer 
of the genre. The shelves are sized to fit vynils as 
well as extra large collector books. 

Wholesale price: Available upon request
Size: 100 x 50 x 184 cm
Material: Beech or chestnut wood, root dye.

3RD-1362

3RD-539
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Ile de Goree, Senegal

Matera, Italy

Sizes Available:
30 x 45 cm € 36,50
50 x 75 cm € 70,00

Prints are also available mounted on 
Alucobond and in Plexi finishes. 
Please contact us for these options.

Specifications: Hahnemuehle Fine Art 
paper 200 gr. Prints are sent in cardboard 
tubes, with authentification stickers.

3rd Culture’s print collection is exclusively photographed 
by Emre Rende. A street photographer and journalist 
based in Istanbul, Emre’s photographs have appeared in 
publications such as The Guardian and Le Monde among 
others. 

Emre’s photojournalist background coupled with his nat-
ural sensitivity to colour and light creates photographic 
prints that capture unique moments and makes them truly 
engaging artworks.

Photographic Print
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3RD-NAM005

3RD-NAM001

3RD-NAM003

3RD-NAM006

3RD-NAM002

3RD-NAM004

The Namibia series is the perfect example of 

collections we can prepare from our archives to 

suit a specific project.

Sossusvlei, Namibia, 2022, by Emre Rende
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Tofo, Mozambique

Agrigento, Italy
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Wallpaper

3rd Culture’s wallpaper is printed 
on nonwoven paper with natural 

inks and unique patterns. 

Each roll covers 5 square meters | 52 cm wide by 10 m long | Nonwoven 
paper with natural inks  | Applied with standard wallpaper paste.
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Wholesale prices: € 55,00 for 5m2 roll (€ 11 per 1m2)

Specifications: Nonwoven paper printed with natural 
inks, 52cm wide and 10 meters long per roll which 
covers 5m2. Applied with standard wallpaper paste.

Wallpaper Roll

Story:
The patterns on the wallpaper feature 
Adinkra symbols like the Duafe, Fawahodie, 
Mmere Dane and combine them with Turkish, 
Indian and Mexican symbols and references.

Duafe Design
3RD-WP03

Chichen Itza Design
3RD-WP01

Jaipur Design
3RD-WP04

Peacock Design
3RD-WP06

Fawahodie Design
3RD-WP02

Antioch Design
3RD-WP05
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Trays & Placemats

3rd Culture’s trays and placemats 
feature unique patterns with bright 
colours, each with a special story 

celebrating cultural diversity.

Our trays and placemats are printed with unique 3rd Culture patterns 
and are made in Turkey using FSC approved, laminated kraft paper.
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Placemats Sets of 2

Wholesale price: 

Size: 30 x 33 cm

Material: Melamine compressed kraft paper sourced 
from FSC approved, sustainably managed forests.

Story: 

The patterns on the placemats feature 
Adinkra symbols like the Duafe, Fawahodie, 
Mmere Dane and combine them with Turkish, 
Indian and Mexican symbols and references.

3RD-PM02

3RD-PM05

3RD-PM01 (front) 3RD-PM01 (back)

3RD-PM04

3RD-PM03

3RD-937 3RD-938

3RD-19563RD-1955

Coffee Trays

Wholesale prices: € 7,50

Size: 20 x 28 cm

Material: Melamine compressed kraft paper sourced 
from FSC approved, sustainably managed forests.

Story: 
The coffee trays are perfect to be used at home 
or as organisers at the office. The patterns feature 
Adinkra symbols like the Duafe, Fawahodie, Mmere 
Dane and combine them with Turkish, Indian and 
Mexican symbols and references.

€ 9,50 per pair



_3rdculture

3rdculturestuff

3RD CULTURE
Çukurcuma Caddesi 38/B,  Beyoglu, Istanbul - Turkey
E: info@3rdcultureproject.com | T: +90 543 732 36 33


